Class 9: 1A / 1B

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topics</th>
<th>Content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Literature: Remembrance | Literary Text Analysis:  
* To investigate background, themes and characters involved in Remembrance  
* Understanding the social and historical setting of the text: World War One.  
Assessment:  
Literary essay |
| Poetry: a study of a selection of poetry from WW1  
Writing; personal response to poems and essay writing structure. | Poetry Analysis:  
* To gain an insight into the themes and techniques of the poetry studied  
* Employing various writing techniques to produce a critique of the poetry  
Assessment:  
A critical Essay. |
| First World War Trip | Research Skills:  
* Exploring and researching key information about WW1 using the Big 6  
Big 6 Research Module |
| Independent Reading | Development and extension of independent reading, in conjunction with the AR reading programme. |
| Language, Comprehension and analysis, and writing activities | Assessment: Ongoing assessments (final assessment of language skills will take the form of the Cambridge Checkpoint Examinations in Trimester 3, followed by internal exams) |

Class 9: 2A / 2B

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topics</th>
<th>Content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Literature: Remembrance | Literary Analysis:  
* To investigate background, themes and characters involved in Remembrance  
* Understanding the social and historical setting of the text: World War One.  
Assessment:  
Literary essay |
| Poetry: a study of a selection of poetry from WW1  
Writing; Critical Evaluation of the text. Essay writing styles. | Poetry Analysis:  
* To gain an insight into the themes and techniques of the poetry studied  
* Employing various writing techniques to produce a critique of the poetry  
Assessment:  
A critical Essay. |
| First World War Trip | Research Skills:  
* Exploring and researching key information about WW1 using the Big 6  
Big 6 Research Module |
| Independent Reading | Development and extension of independent reading, in conjunction with the AR reading programme. |
| Language, Comprehension and analysis, and writing activities | Assessment: Ongoing assessments (final assessment of language skills will take the form of the Cambridge Checkpoint Examinations in Trimester 3, followed by internal exams.) |